
Save time and fuel with optimized planning
The route planning module automatically generates the optimal planning – based on the  
geographical location of tasks. This means that you spend less time on planning, but also, that 
you can cut down on mileage driving, to minimize both driving time and fuel consumption.

With more efficient route plans, employees in the field can spend less time in the car and more time with customers.

You also get a more precise indication of how much time is to be spent driving, and thus when you show up at the  
customers. That strengthens the overall customer service experience.

When all employees in the field save time on driving every day, it makes a big difference  
on both fuel consumption and the environmental impact.

Functionality:
• See the geographical location of tasks

• Generate better routes automatically, that minimize driving time

• Plan with flexibility and choose whether tasks should be performed on fixed days or if they can be moved

• Schedule tasks for one or two employees at a time

• The auto-generated routes can easily be corrected with drag-and-drop
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“We have only just begun but I can  
already see that the time I spend on 
planning is reduced by 75%.”

Carit Albertsen, Controller at CleanTech Danmark
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Route Planning

Advantages

Stronger Environmental Profile
When you spend less time driving, you save fuel and reduce the company’s negative environmental 
impact.

Better overview
The geographical visualization of the location of the tasks gives you a better overview of tasks and 
working days.

Increased productivity
Automatic route planning significantly reduces the manual planning work and reduces the driving  
time between tasks, so that both the employees in the office and the employees in the field have 
more time for other things.

Strengthen the Customer Experience
The route planning module gives you better estimates of driving time between tasks, so you know 
how many customers you can reach and when you show up.

Visit our knowledge  
base in Micropedia to 

find detailed information 
and documentation on 
functionality and usage 
of Microbizz modules 

LINK

The route planning provides a visual overview in real time
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Automated planning based on task parameters and locations

For more information, please contact:
 
info@microbizz.dk
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